We introduce a notion of density point and prove results analogous to Lebesgue's density theorem for various well-known ideals on Cantor space and Baire space. In fact, we isolate a class of ideals for which our results hold.
space-pX, dq is a metric space and µ is the completion of a Borel measure (i.e., a measure on the σ-algebra of Borel subsets generated from the open subsets). Let d µ A pxq " lim inf ǫÑ0 µpB ǫ pxq X Aqq µpB ǫ pxqq denote the lower density of a set A at x P X. Let further D µ pAq be the set of elements x P A with lower density d µ A pxq " 1, the density points of A. Now take X to be Cantor space ω 2, consisting of infinite binary sequences with the natural ultrametric dpx, yq " 1 2 n , where n is least with xpnq ‰ ypnq. Let µ be the cointossing measure on ω 2, i.e., the resulting product measure where 0 and 1 are assigned weight 1 2 . This is also called uniform, Bernoulli or Lebesgue measure on ω 2.
The following result is Lebesgue's density theorem (for Cantor space). 1 Theorem 1.1. For any A, B P Measp ω 2, µq (A) A " µ B ñ D µ pAq " D µ pBq and (B) D µ pAq " µ A.
let D I pAq " Ť tU | U open, A X U comeager in U u for any set A with the Baire property (i.e., any set which has meager symmetric difference with some Borel set). 4 1.2. Strongly linked tree ideals. We answer Question 1.2 for various ideals by utilizing a connection between σ-ideals and forcing. 5 A notion of forcing is a preorder, i.e., a set equipped with a transitive binary relation. For any ideal I on a Polish space X, we consider BorelpXqzI preordered by inclusion. For most σ-ideals studied in the literature, I can be recovered from a particularly nice dense subset 6 of this preorder, consisting of all perfect sets (closed sets without isolated points) in BorelpXqzI. This is a special case of a standard construction that associates with any collection P of perfect subsets of X (as a preorder with respect to inclusion) a σ-ideal I P and a collection of P-measurable sets MeaspX, Pq. We give a detailed review of this construction in Section 4.
We shall restrict our attention to spaces X of the form ω Ω, where Ω " 2 or Ω " ω, with the product topology-i.e., Cantor space and Baire space. 7 Recall that C Ď ω Ω is closed if and only if it is the branch set rT s of a subtree T of ăω Ω (this is arguably the main reason for working in these spaces).
A tree forcing is a preorder P, with respect to inclusion, where P is a collection of perfect subtrees of ăω Ω, corresponding to perfect subsets of ω Ω-for the sake of this introduction, we omit a minor technical requirement (see Section 4.1 for the precise definition). A tree ideal is simply an ideal of the form I P , where P is a tree forcing.
Tree ideals are ubiquitous in various areas of mathematics, and almost all σ-ideals on Polish spaces appearing in the literature are of this form. Examples include: the null ideal of a Borel probability measure, the meager ideal, the K σ ideal (i.e., the σ-ideal generated by compact sets) on any Polish space which is not itself K σ , and the nowhere Ramsey sets on rωs ω (see [BKW18] ). The notion of measurability for the latter, the Ramsey property, is important in areas as diverse as combinatorics and functional analysis. These σ-ideals are associated to random, Cohen, Miller, and Mathias forcing; for further examples see Section 6.
In Section 4.5 we shall show an analogue of Lebesgue's density theorem for the class of strongly linked tree ideals which we now define. Towards this, we use the following notation. Recall that the product topology on ω Ω has the basic open sets N s " tx P ω Ω | s Ď xu for s P ăω Ω, where Ď means initial segment. When T is a subtree of ăω Ω, write stem T (called the stem of T ) for the longest s P ăω Ω with rT s Ď N s . If P is a collection of subtrees of ăω Ω, we say that S, T P P are compatible if there is some R Ď S X T in P.
Definition 1.4. A collection P of subtrees of ăω Ω is called strongly linked if for all S, T P P with stem S , stem T comparable with respect to Ď, S, T are compatible in P. A strongly linked tree ideal is an ideal of the form I P for a strongly linked tree forcing P.
For instance, Cohen forcing, Hechler forcing, eventually different forcing, Laver forcing with a filter, and Mathias forcing with a shift invariant filter (cf. Section 6) have this property.
To state our first main result, we write A " I B for A, B Ď ω Ω to mean that A∆B P I. We also make use of the following definition, a special case of Definition 2.3 below: If I is a strongly linked tree ideal, i.e. I " I P for a strongly linked tree forcing P, define the set of I-shift density points (or short, just I-density points) of A Ď ω Ω as follows: D I pAq " tx P ω Ω | Dm P ω @n ě m @T P P rstem T " xaen ñ rT s X A R Isu.
(1) Theorem 1.5. Let I be a strongly linked tree ideal. Then the analogue of Theorem 1.1 holds, i.e., for any A, B P Measp ω Ω, Pq (A) A " I B ñ D I pAq " D I pBq and (B) D I pAq " I A.
We show in Section 4.6 that D I is reasonable in terms of complexity: When P is additionally Suslin, the map D I : Borelp ω Ωq Ñ Borelp ω Ωq is induced by an absolutely ∆ 1 2 and hence universally Baire measurable map on Borel codes. 8 It follows immediately from Theorem 1.5 that D I is a useful notion of density point for the ideals associated to Cohen forcing, Hechler forcing, eventually different forcing, Laver forcing with a filter, and Mathias forcing with a shift invariant filter (cf. Section 6). Although one can define D I as in (1) for arbitrary tree ideals, we verify in Section 5.1 that the statement of Theorem 1.5 fails for P equal to Sacks, Miller, Mathias, Laver, or Silver forcing.
While the null ideal is not a strongly linked tree ideal (see Remark 4.16) our methods also yield a variant of density point for the null ideal. Namely, when I " I µ is the ideal of null sets with respect to Lebesgue measure µ on ω 2 and P is random forcing (see Definition 6.1(a)), let
x P ω Ω | Dm P ω@n ě m@T P P " µprT s X N xaen q µpN xaen q ą 1 2 ñ rT s X A R I µ  + .
(2)
We show in Section 3 that D I pAq " µ A for any A P Measp ω 2, µq.
The class of strongly linked tree ideals can also be easily characterized without any reference to the above definitions. For this, we write I`" P p ω ΩqzI for the co-ideal associated to an ideal I and A Ď I B if AzB P I.
Fact 1.6. A σ-ideal I on ω Ω is a strongly linked tree ideal if and only if there is a collection P of non-empty perfect subsets of ω Ω with the following properties.
(a) For all C P P and t P ăω Ω, either C X N t " H or C X N t P P.
(b) For all C 0 , C 1 P P, either (i) there is some B P P with B Ď C 0 X C 1 or (ii) there is some t P ăω Ω with C 0 Ď N t and N t X C 1 " H, or conversely. (c) For all A P Borelp ω Ωq, A P I`if and only if there is some C P P with C Ď I A.
If these conditions hold, then pP, Ďq is isomorphic to a tree forcing Q by (a). By (b) Q is ccc and therefore, we can apply Lemmas 4.7 and 4.10 below. Using (c), we thus have I " I Q . Finally, I is strongly linked by (b). 1.3. No selector for the ideal of countable sets. We further show that Question 1.2 does not have a positive answer in general; in fact it turns out that for the simplest σideal-the ideal of countable sets-it is not possible to define a reasonable notion of density point. First, consider the equivalence relation " I on P p ω Ωq induced by an ideal I and note that (A) and (B) in Theorem 1.1 mean precisely that the restriction of D I to Measp ω 2, µq chooses a representative from each equivalence class. Such a map is called a selector for " I . Now let I denote the ideal of countable sets. We prove the following result in Theorem 5.5.
Theorem 1.7. There is no selector Borelp ω Ωq Ñ Borelp ω Ωq for " I that is induced by a universally Baire measurable function on the codes.
We extend this result in Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 to selectors with projective values, assuming the Axiom of Projective Determinacy (PD). To state the next result, let Projp ω Ωq denote the collection of projective subsets of ω Ω. Theorem 1.8. Assuming PD, there is no selector Borelp ω Ωq Ñ Projp ω Ωq for " I that is induced by a universally Baire measurable function on the codes.
We further prove in Theorem 5.9 that it is consistent with ZF that there is no selector for I at all-in fact there is no such selector in Solovay's model. 1.4. Conclusion. The aim of our results is to find dividing lines between ideals with and without a good notion of "density point". The results show that for all tree forcings listed in Section 6, the following three conditions (a)-(c) are equivalent. Moreover for strongly linked tree forcings, random and Sacks forcing, all four conditions (a)-(d) are equivalent.
(a) P is σ-linked. 1.5. Structure of the paper. We introduce density points for ideals in Section 2 and study them for the null ideal in Section 3. As an additional result of independent interest, we show in Section 3.2 that one can effectively construct density points of a closed set from weights attached to the basic open sets. We introduce tree ideals and study some of their properties in Sections 4.1 to 4.3. For instance, we show in Section 4.2 that for any tree forcing P with the ω 1 -covering property, all Borel sets are P-measurable. This improves a result of Ikegami. We then prove the main result on strongly linked tree ideals (Theorem 1.5) in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. In Section 4.6, we compute a bound on the complexity of density operators for strongly linked tree ideals and show that they are universally Baire measurable. Section 5.1 contains counterexamples for the remaining tree forcings listed in Section 6. In Section 5.2, we prove that there are no selectors for the ideal of countable sets that are induced by universally Baire measurable functions (Theorems 1.7 and 1.8). Moreover, we show that it is consistent with ZF that there is no selector at all for the ideal of countable sets. Section 6 contains a list of the tree forcings which we consider in this article. We end with some open questions in Section 7.
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Density points for tree ideals
In this section we introduce some notation and define our notion of density point for tree ideals in a way that allows us to treat both, D I as defined in (1) for strongly linked tree ideals and D Iµ , our variant of density point for the null ideal from (2) simultaneously.
Recall that we write Ω " 2 or Ω " ω. We consider subtrees T of ăω Ω and write rT s " tx P ω Ω | p@n P ωq xaen P T u for the set of branches through T . A tree T is perfect if it has no end nodes and some splitting node above each node. Let
for s P ăω Ω and u P T . Let further σ s : ďω Ω Ñ ďω Ω, σ s pxq " s x denote the shift by s P ăω Ω. Thus σ´1 s rT s " rT {ss " tt | s t P rT su. For s, t P Ω ďω , we write s Ď t if s is an initial segment of t. Recall that the stem stem T of a tree T is the longest s P T such that s Ď t or t Ď s for all nodes t P T . The set of splitting nodes of T (those with at least two direct successors in T ) is denoted split T . Moreover, let s^t denote the longest common initial segment of s and t.
If I is an ideal on ω Ω and A and B are subsets of ω Ω, recall that we write A " I B for A△B P I. We also write A Ď I B for A z B P I and A K I B for A X B P I. An ideal on ω Ω is called shift invariant if it is closed under pointwise images and preimages of σ t for all t P ăω Ω. For an ideal I, a set is called I-positive if it is not in I; recall that the set of I-positive sets (the co-ideal of I) is denoted I`.
The central notion for this article is the density property:
Definition 2.1. If I is an ideal and D is a map from the collection of Borel subsets of ω Ω to P p ω Ωq, we say that the density property holds (with respect to D and I) if DpAq " I A for all A.
Ideally, we would like to define a notion of density points relative to an arbitrary shift invariant ideal I on ω Ω. For our definition we find it necessary to fix a collection L I of sets which we consider "large"; but for strongly linked ideals and for the null ideal there is a natural choice of L I -namely when I " I µ , L I is defined as the set of perfect sets of measure at least 1 2 and when I " I P and P is strongly linked, L I is defined to be the set trT s P P | stem T " Hu.
Since we want to speak about arbitrary tree ideals in some of our results below, we make the following convention.
Convention 2.2. Let I be a tree ideal, and fix P such that I " I P . If I " I µ we shall assume that P is random forcing, i.e. the collection of trees T Ď ăω 2 such that for all s P T , µprT s X N s q ą 0; further, we let
If P is any other tree forcing then we let L I " trT s | T P P, stem T " Hu .
We say that elements of L I are large with respect to I.
An element x of ω Ω is an I-shift density point of A if there is some n x such that for all B P L I and n ě n x σ xaen pBq X A R I.
(b) D I pAq denotes the set of I-shift density points of A.
We further say that an ideal I satisfies the I-shift density property if D I pAq△A P I for all Borel sets A.
For simplicity, we sometimes just write I-density point and I-density property. It is clear that by Convention 2.2, Definition 2.3 just repeats the defintion of D I given in (1) for strongly linked tree ideals as well as the one in (2) for the null ideal. Note that D I pAq is Σ 0 2 for any subset A of ω Ω. To see this, let S " ts P ăω Ω | @B P L I σ s pBq X A R Iu and observe that x P D I pAq ðñ Dm @n ě m xaen P S; thus D I pAq is Σ 0 2 pSq. Finally, note that in those cases where we verify the I-shift density property, we obtain that D I pAq△A P I for all P-measurable 9 subsets A of ω Ω rather than just for Borel sets, since in all these cases P is ccc (cf. Remark 4.19).
Remark 2.4. Definition 2.3 can be rephrased in the following fashion. We call a subset A ‹ of ω Ω I-full if for all B P L I , the set B X A ‹ is I-positive (this is analogous to the definition of stationary sets from club sets). Then x is a density point of A if and only if A{pxaenq " σ´1 xaen pAq is eventually I-full as n increases.
Remark 2.5. We notice that Definition 2.3 can also be rephrased via the following notion of convergence. We say that a sequence f " xf n | n P ωy of functions f n : ω Ω Ñ R converges in I to a function f : ω Ω Ñ R if the following condition holds: 10 For all ǫ ą 0, there is some n 0 such that for all B P L I and n ě n 0 , B z tx P ω Ω | |f n pxq´f pxq| ě ǫu R I.
By shift invariance, the condition σ xaen pBq X A R I in Definition 2.3 (a) is equivalent to B X σ´1 xaen pAq R I. Moreover, B X σ´1 xaen pAq " B z tx P ω Ω | |1 σ´1 xaen pAq pxq´1| ě ǫu for any ǫ with 0 ă ǫ ă 1. Therefore x is an I-shift density point of A if and only if the functions 1 σ´1 xaen pAq converge in I to the constant function with value 1.
The null ideal
In this section, we outline the situation in the special case of the σ-ideal of Lebesgue null subsets of ω 2 to illustrate some ideas used in this paper.
3.1. Density points. Recall that µ denotes Lebesgue measure on ω 2 and I µ the σ-ideal of µ-null sets. The next lemma implies that the I µ -shift density property holds.
Lemma 3.1. Let x be an element and A a Borel subset of ω 2.
(1) If d µ A pxq " 1 and ǫ ą 0, then there is some n x,ǫ such that for all n ě n x,ǫ and all Borel sets B with µpBq ě ǫ, µpσ xaen pBq X Aq ą 0.
(2) If d µ A pxq " 0 and ǫ ą 0, then there is a Borel set B with D 8 n pσ xaen pBq X A " Hq and µpBq ě 1´ǫ.
Proof. For the first claim, note that there is some n x,ǫ with µpAXN xaen q µpN xaen q ą 1´ǫ for all n ě n x,ǫ , since
If B is any I µ -positive Borel set of size at least ǫ, then µpσ xaen pBq X Aq ą 0 for all n ě n x,ǫ . For the second claim, let ǫ " xǫ i | i ă ωy be a sequence in R`with ř i ǫ i ď ǫ. Since there is a strictly increasing sequence n " xn i | i P ωy with µpAXN xaen i q µpN xaen i q ă ǫ i for all i P ω.
Let C be an I µ -positive set with µpCq ě 1´ǫ that is disjoint from B. Then C X B i " H for all i P ω. Since B i " σ´1 xaeni pAq, it follows that σ xaeni pCq X A " σ xaeni pCq X σ xaeni pB i q " σ xaeni pC X B i q " H.
For ǫ " 1 2 , we obtain that d µ A pxq " 1 implies that x is an I µ -shift density point and d µ A pxq " 0 implies that this fails. Using Theorem 1.1, this yields the I µ -shift density property.
Corollary 3.2. For every Lebesgue measurable subset A of ω 2, D I pAq " µ D µ pAq. In particular, the I µ -shift density property holds.
We shall give another proof of Lebesgue's density theorem in Section 3.2 below, thus making the previous argument for the I µ -shift density property self-contained. The I µdensity property also follows as a special case from the results in Section 4.5.
In the next lemma, we give two examples which show that if d µ A pxq P p0, 1q, then x can but does not have to be an I µ -shift density point of A.
Lemma 3.3. Each of the following statements is satisfied by some Borel subset A of ω 2 and some
Proof. Let A " t0 n 1 3 x P ω 2 | n P ω, x P ω 2u and B its complement.
For (a) note that d µ B p0 ω q P p0, 1q since µpBXN 0 n q µpN 0 n q " 3 4 for all n P ω. Thus µpσ 0 n pCqXBq ą 0 for any Borel set C with µpCq ě 1 2 . So 0 ω is an I µ -shift density point of B. For (b) we have d µ A p0 ω q " 1´d µ B p0 ω q P p0, 1q. Since µpBq ě 1 2 and σ 0 n pBq X A " H for all n P ω, 0 ω is not an I µ -shift density point of A.
3.
2. An explicit construction of density points. In this section, we show how to explicitly construct density points of a closed set C of positive measure.
In fact, by the next result there is an algorithm that takes as input a list of data from C and outputs a perfect tree (level by level) all of whose branches are density points. (By choosing e.g. the leftmost branch, we can approximate a single density point with arbitrary precision.) The input is a tree T together with weights w t " µprT sXNtq µpNtq ą 0 for all t P T ; we call this a weighted tree. The weights are given as inputs with arbitrary precision.
Theorem 3.4. There is a partial computable function that takes as input any pair pT, qq, where T is a weighted tree and q P Q X p0, 1q, and produces a perfect tree S Ď T with (a) rSs Ď D µ prT sq and (b) µprSsq ě qµprT sq.
Since µprT s sq is right-c.e. 11 in the oracle T for all s P T , one has the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.5. For any tree T with µprT sq ą 0 and q P Q X p0, 1q, there is a ∆ 0 2 pT qdefinable perfect tree S such that (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.4 hold. Moreover, there is a ∆ 0 2 pT q-coded F σ set A Ď D µ prT sq with µpAq " µprT sq.
Note that for all strongly linked collections of trees P (see Definition 4.15) listed in Section 6 and all T P P, S " T already satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.4. For these collections, any T P P has the property that for all x P rT s, there are infinitely many n P ω such that there is some S ď T with x P rSs and stem S " xaen. Hence all elements of rT s are density points of rT s by the proof of Lemma 4.17 below.
Theorem 3.4 will follow from the next lemmas. To state them, we fix the following notation: Let C " rT s, L t,i " Lev |t|`i pT t q be the level of T t at height |t|`i and write
|L t,i | 2 |t|`i for all t P 2 ăω and i P ω. This is the relative size of levels of T above t. The next result shows that these values converge to the relative measure at t.
Lemma 3.6. lim iÑ8 w t,i " w t for all t P 2 ăω .
Proof. We have w t ď lim iÑ8 w t,i , since C X N t Ď Ť uPLt,i N u and hence w t ď w t,i for all i P ω. To prove that lim iÑ8 w t,i ď w t , suppose that ǫ ą 0 is given. Let U be an open set with C X N t Ď U and µpU q ă µpC X N t q`ǫ¨µpN t q. By compactness of C, we can assume that U is a finite union of basic open sets. We can thus write U " Ť jďn N sj for some s " xs j | j ď ny that consists of pairwise incompatible sequences s j of the same length |t|`i. Since C X N t Ď U , we have
Hence w t,i´wt ď µpUq´µpCXNtq µpNtq ă ǫ by the previous inequality and the definition of w t .
For any t P 2 ăω and i P ω, let
denote the ratio of nodes on level |t|`i above t with large weight.
Lemma 3.7. lim inf iÑ8 r t,i " 1 for all t P 2 ăω .
Proof. Let b " w t and assume that c P p0, 1q is given. Since b ą bc`bp1´cqc, there is some ǫ ą 0 with b ą pb`ǫqc`pb`ǫqp1´cqc. By Lemma 3.6, we can take i P ω to be sufficiently large such that w t,i ď b`ǫ. Moreover, let α denote the fraction of nodes u P L t,i with weight w u ě c. Then
We need the following notion to ensure that weights converge to 1 along branches of the tree constructed below. We say that
denote the fraction of pt, aq-good nodes on level |t|`i above t.
We fix a computable function f : Q X p0, 1q Ñ Q X p0, 1q such that 1´b bpb´aq ă 1´a a holds for all a, b P Q X p0, 1q with b ą f paq.
Lemma 3.8. If a P Q X p0, 1q and w t " b ą f paq, then lim inf iÑ8 s t,a,i ě a.
Proof. Since b ą f paq, there is some c P p0, 1q with 1´b ă 1´a a bpb´aqc. Let i be sufficiently large such that the fraction of v P L t,i with w v ě c is at least b by Lemma 3.7. Then the fraction of nodes v P L t,i with w v ă c is at most 1´b and their number at most 2 i w t,i p1´bq.
Let A the set of pt, aq-bad nodes in L t,i , U " Ť vPA N v and α " |A| |Lt,i| . We aim to show that α ď 1´a. The number of pt, aq-bad nodes in L t,i is 2 i w t,i α. Since all of these except at most 2 i w t,i p1´bq have weight at least c, we have
Since the sets N u for u P B ‹ are pairwise disjoint, the previous inequality implies
By this inequality and the one before the claim, we have µpN t zCq ě µpU zCq ą 1´a
It is sufficient to show that α ď 1´a. Otherwise by the previous claim and since
But this contradicts the choice of c.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let a " xa i | i P ωy be a computable sequence in Q X p0, 1q with ś iPω a 2 i ą q. Using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, we will inductively construct a strictly increasing sequence n " xn i | i P ωy and sets S i Ď Lev ni pT q with n 0 " 0 and S 0 " tHu by induction on i P ω. The sets S i are compatible levels of a tree in the sense that each t P S i has an extension u P S i`1 and conversely, each u P S i`1 extends some t P S i . We further let
We will maintain during the induction that (a) u is pt, a i q-good for all t P S i`1 and u P S i`2 and (b) µprT pi`1q sq µprT piq sq ě a 2 i . Description. This describes the construction. We simultaneously construct auxiliary numbers a 1 i , a 2 i , b i P Q and j i P ω with a i ă a 1 i ă a 2 i ă b i ă 1 and b i ą f pa 2 i q for all i ě 1. It is not hard to see that all steps are effective.
Let n 0 " 0 and S 0 " Lev n0 pT q " Lev 0 pT q.
For i " 1, we first choose some a 1 1 P Q with a 1 ă a 1 1 ă 1 and b 1 P Q X p0, 1q with b 1 ą f pa 1 1 q. By Lemma 3.7 applied to t " H, there is some j 1 with r H,j1 ą b 1 . Let n 1 " j 1 and S 1 a subset of Lev n1 pT q with w u ą b 1 for all u P S 1 and |S1| |Levn 1 pT q| ą b 1 . We can further take b 1 to be sufficiently large such that µprT p1q sq µprT p0q sq ą a 2 0 by r H,j1 ą b 1 and the definition of r H,j1 .
Fix i ě 1 and assume that step i is completed. First take some a 1 i`1 , a 2 i`1 P Q with a i`1 ă a 1 i`1 ă a 2 i`1 ă 1 and 1´a
i q by the inductive hypothesis and a 1 i ă a 2 i , we can take j i`1 to satisfy s t,a 2 i ,ji`1 ą a 1 i for all t P S i by Lemma 3.8. Let n i`1 " n i`ji`1 . By definition of j i`1 , there is a subset S i`1 of Lev ni`1 pT q such that for all u P S i`1 , we have
We show that the algorithm computes the required tree. Clearly condition (a) is maintained in the construction. The next claim shows (b).
Claim. µprT pi`1q sq
µprT piq sq ě a 2 i for all i P ω. Proof. This is clear for i " 0. Let i ě 1 and fix any t P S i . Since a 1 i`1 ă b i`1 and by the definition of S i`1 , we have
µprT piq sq ě a 2 i . To see that conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient, let S be the unique perfect subtree of ăω 2 with Lev ni pSq " S i for all i P ω. This tree can be computed level by level via the algorithm above. We have lim iÑ8 a i " 1 by the definition of a. Thus (a) implies that all elements of rSs are density points of rT s. Moreover, µprSsq " inf iPω µprT piq sq ě ś iPω a 2 i µprT sq ă qµprT sq by (b) as required. The previous result provides a finitized proof of Lebesgue's density theorem for Lebesgue measure on Cantor space, since any Borel set can be approximated in measure by closed subsets. To see this, note that trivially DpAqXDp ω ΩzAq " H for any subset A of ω Ω. Thus it is sufficient to show that for any Borel set A and any ǫ ą 0, there is a closed subset C of A with µpAzCq ă ǫ consisting of density points of A; the density property for A follows by applying this property to both A and its complement. To see that this property holds, take a closed subset B of A with µpAzBq ă ǫ 2 . By Theorem 3.4, there is a closed subset C of B with µpBzCq ă ǫ 2 that consists of density points of B and therefore also of A. Since µpAzCq ă ǫ, C is as required.
Note that the algorithm also produces lower bounds for weights along branches of S.
Tree ideals
In this section, we study ideals induced by collections of trees. We introduce the class of strongly linked tree ideals and show that the density property holds for this class.
4.1.
What is a tree ideal? A tree ideal on ω Ω is induced by a collection P of perfect subtrees of ăω Ω that contains ăω Ω and T s for all T P P and s P T . We will always assume this condition for any collection of trees.
Any such collection of trees carries the partial order S ď T :ðñ S Ď T ðñ rSs Ď rT s. Such partial orders are also called tree forcings; 12 some well-known examples are listed in Section 6. For instance, the null ideal is induced by the collection of random trees, given as follows:
We next associate an ideal to any collection of trees (we follow [Ike10, Definition 2.6]). The underlying idea is based on the special case that the sets rT s for T P P form a base for a topology. In this case, P is called topological and its topology is denoted τ P . For instance, the collection of Hechler trees (see Definition 6.1 (e)) is topological. In fact, all strongly linked collections of trees (as defined in Section 4.5) have this property. 13 Usually, one defines nowhere dense sets relative to a given topology, or equivalently, to a base of that topology. Moreover, meager sets are defined as countable unions of these sets. In the next definition, these notions are generalized by replacing a base by an arbitrary collection of trees.
Tree ideals are those of the form I P for a collection P of trees. 14 This presentation allows for uniform proofs of results for various ideals. Moreover, many well-known ideals are of this form; for instance, for Cohen forcing 15 τ P is the standard topology, so N P is the collection of nowhere dense sets and I P that of meager sets. For random forcing, N P and I P equal the σ-ideal of null sets. Sacks forcing is the collection of all perfect trees; here both ideals equal the Marczewski ideal (see [Szp35, 3.1]). Its restriction to Borel sets equals the ideal of countable sets by the perfect set property for Borel sets. For Mathias forcing, τ P is the Ellentuck topology, and N P and I P are equal to the ideal of nowhere Ramsey sets (see [BKW18] ). The ideal associated to Silver forcing consists of the completely doughnut null sets (see [Hal03] ).
4.2.
Measurability for tree ideals. Let P be a collection of trees. The next definition introduces a form of indivisibility 16 of P with respect to A: If T P P and rT s is split into the two pieces rT s X A and rT szA, then at least one of these pieces contains a set of the form rSs for some S P P, up to some P-meager set. Note that the properties (a) and (b) are mutually exclusive (see Lemma 4.10 below). The main motivation for introducing this notion is the fact that it formalizes various wellknown properties. For instance, we will see in Lemma 4.8 that P-measurability for random forcing means Lebesgue measurability. For Sacks forcing it is equivalent to the Bernstein property for collections of sets closed under continuous preimages and intersections with closed sets [BL99, Lemma 2.1]. Moreover, for Mathias forcing it is equivalent to being completely Ramsey.
Our next goal is to show that for a very large class of forcings, all Borel sets are Pmeasurable. This will be important in the proofs of the following sections.
[Ike10, Lemma 3.5] shows that for proper tree forcings P, all Borel sets are P-measurable. 18 We will show a slightly more general version of this result. To state this, recall that a forcing P has the ω 1 -covering property if for any P-generic filter G over V , any countable set Y of ordinals in V rGs is covered by (i.e., is a subset of) a set in Z P V that is countable in V . For instance, this statement holds for all proper and thus for all Axiom A forcings. 19 In particular, it holds for all forcings considered in this paper.
We will need the following characterization of the ω 1 -covering property. Here we will write D p " tq P D | p qu if D Ď P and p P P, where p q denotes that there is an r P P such that r ď p and r ď q.
Lemma 4.4. The following conditions are equivalent for any forcing P:
(a) P has the ω 1 -covering property.
(b) For any condition p P P and any sequence D " xD n | n P ωy of antichains in P, there is some q ď p such that for any n P ω, the set D q n is countable. Proof. We first assume (a). Let p P P and let D " xD n | n P ωy be as in (b). Take a P-generic filter G over V . Moreover, let f pnq be an element of D n X G for each n P ω. By the ω 1 -covering property, there is a countable subset C P V of P such that f pnq P C for all n P ω. Let 9 f be a name for f such that q ď p forces 9 f pnq PČ for all n P ω. It follows that D q n Ď C, since for any P-generic filter H over V that contains both q and r we have r " 9 f H pnq P C. For the converse implication, assume (b) and suppose that G is P-generic over V and C is a countable set of ordinals in V rGs. Moreover, let f be an enumeration of C and 9 f a name with 9
f G " f . Then there is a condition p P G which forces that 9 f : ω Ñ Ord is a function. For each n P ω, let D n be a maximal antichain of conditions deciding 9 f pnq. By our assumption, there are densely many conditions q ď p as in (b). Hence there is some q P G as in (b). Since D q n is countable for all n P ω, C n " tα | r , 9
f pnq " α for some r ď q, q 1 for a q 1 P D q n u is countable and hence C " Ť nPω C n is a countable cover of ranpf q. To show that all Borel sets are P-measurable if P has the ω 1 -covering property, we need the next two easy lemmas. We will use the following notation. If A is a subset of ω Ω, let P A " tT P P | rT s Ď I P Au. We further say that a subset of P is A-good if it is contained in
Proof. If A is P-measurable, then P pAq is a dense subset of P. Then there is a maximal antichain in P contained in P pAq and hence an A-good maximal antichain. Conversely, if D is a maximal A-good antichain in P and S P P, let T P D S and R ď S, T . Then rRs Ď I P A or rRs Ď I P ω ΩzA.
If D is a maximal antichain in P and T P P, then rT sz Ť˝D T P N P .
Proof. Let S P P, R P D S and Q ď R, S. If Q K T , then there is some P ď Q with rP s X rT s " H by the closure property of P defined in the beginning of Section 4.1. If Q T , let P ď Q, T . Since P P D T , rP s is disjoint from rT sz Ť˝D T , as required.
The next result shows that Borel sets are P-measurable in all relevant cases.
Lemma 4.7. If P has the ω 1 -covering property, then the P-measurable sets form a σ-algebra.
In particular, all Borel sets are P-measurable. 18 The proof of this and several other results in [Ike10] can also be done from the weaker assumption that P has the ω 1 -covering property. We give a more direct proof. Proof. For the first claim, it suffices to show that the class of P-measurable sets is closed under forming countable unions. To this end, let A " xA n | n P ωy be a sequence of Pmeasurable subsets of ω Ω. Furthermore, let D n be an A n -good maximal antichain for each n P ω by Lemma 4.5. We will show that A " Ť nPω A n is P-measurable. Fix any T P P. Since P has the ω 1 -covering property, there is some S ď T such that the sets E n " D S n are countable for all n P ω by Lemma 4.4. First assume that for some n P ω, there is a tree R P E n with rRs Ď I P A n . Then there is some Q ď S with rQs Ď I P A n Ď A as required. So we can assume that the previous assumption fails. We claim that then rSs K I P A. It suffices to show that rSs X A n P I P for each n P ω, since I P is a σ-ideal. To see this, note that rRs X A n P I P for all R P E n by our case assumption. Hence Ť˝E n X A n P I P . Moreover, rSsz Ť˝E n P N P by Lemma 4.6 and therefore rSs X A n P I P . Since it easy to see that closed sets are P-measurable, it follows that all Borel sets are P-measurable.
Next is the observation that P-measurability for random forcing means Lebesgue measurability. We recall the argument from [Ike10] for the benefit of the reader.
Lemma 4.8. [Ike10, Proposition 2.9] If P is a ccc tree forcing and A is any subset of ω Ω, then the following conditions are equivalent. It is clear that I P Ď I ‹ P , but it is open whether equality holds for all proper tree forcings. 20 Note that equality holds for ccc forcings. To see this, assume that A P I ‹ P . Then Pω ΩzA (as defined before Lemma 4.5) is dense in P and therefore contains a (countable) maximal antichain D. We have A X Ť˝D P I P .
Since ω Ωz Ť˝D P N P by Lemma 4.6, we have A P I P . Moreover, equality holds for fusion forcings (then in fact N P " I P ) 21 and for topological tree forcings as in the proof of [FKK16, Lemma 3.8].
The next lemma characterizes I ‹ P -positive sets. Lemma 4.10. Suppose that P is a tree forcing.
(1) For any T P P, rT s R I ‹ P .
20 To our knowledge, every known proper tree forcing satisfies either the ccc or fusion and thus equality holds. 21 For a tree forcing P, we define fusion as the existence of a sequence ď " xďn| n P ωy of partial orders on P with ď 0 "ď which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) (decreasing) If S ďn T and m ď n, then S ďm T . (b) (limit) If T " xTn | n P ωy is a sequence in P with T n`1 ďn Tn for all n P ω, then there is some S P P with S ďn Tn for all n P ω. (c) (covering) If T P P, n P ω and D is dense below T , then there is some S ďn T with rSs Ď Ť˝D .
Proof. We show the first claim. If rT s P I ‹ P , then rSs P I P for some S ď T . Let A " xA n | n P ωy be a sequence of sets in N P with rSs Ď Ť nPω A n . We can then recursively construct a sequence S " xS n | n P ωy in P such that S 0 " S, S n`1 Ď S n , rS n s X A n " H for all n P ω and the sequence s " xstem Sn | n P ωy of stems is strictly increasing. Then x " Ť nPω stem Sn P Ş nPω rS n s. Since rS n s X A n " H for all n P ω and rSs Ď Ť nPω A n , we have x R rSs. But this contradicts the fact that x P rSs.
We now show the second claim. By the first part, it is sufficient to take any P-measurable I ‹ P -positive set A and find some S P P with rSs Ď I ‹ P A. Assume that there is no such tree. Since A is P-measurable, we have that for any T P P there is some S ď T with rSs K I P A. Hence A P I ‹ P by the definition of I ‹ P . For ideals I of the form I ‹ P such that P has the ω 1 -covering property, the definition of Ishift density points (Definition 2.3) of a Borel set A can now be formulated in the following way: An element x of ω Ω is an I-shift density point of A if there is some n x such that for all B P L I and n ě n x , there is some T P P with rT s Ď I σ xaen pBq X A.
Note that it is easy to see that P-measurability remains equivalent if I P is replaced with I ‹ P . Moreover, the ideals N P , I P and I ‹ P remain the same if P is replaced by a dense subset by the next remark.
Remark 4.11. P is dense in Q if for every T P P, there is some S ď T in Q. We define P and Q to be mutually dense if P is dense in Q and conversely.
We claim that N P " N Q , I P " I Q and I ‹ P " I ‹ Q if P and Q are mutually dense. To see that N P Ď N Q , take any A P N P and T P Q. As P is dense in Q, there is some Proof. It is clear that the I-density property implies that D is I-positive and I-compatible. To see that these conditions imply the density property, take any Borel set A. We aim to show that DpAq " I A.
We first show that B 0 " AzDpAq is in I. Towards a contradiction, assume that B 0 is Ipositive. Then DpB 0 qzDpAq is also I-positive, since it contains DpB 0 q X B 0 as a subset, and the latter is I-positive since D is I-positive. On the other hand, we have DpB 0 qzDpAq P I since B 0 Ď A and D is I-compatible, contradiction.
It remains to show that B 1 " DpAqzA is in I. Assume that B 1 is I-positive, so that in particular DpAq is I-positive. The set C " DpB 1 q X B 1 is I-positive, since D is I-positive.
We thus obtain C K I DpAq, as C Ď DpB 1 q and we have DpB 1 q K I DpAq since B 1 K I A (in fact B 1 and A are disjoint) and D is I-compatible. However, this contradicts the fact that C is I-positive and C Ď B 1 Ď DpAq. 4.5. Strongly linked tree ideals have the density property. To obtain the density property for D I P , we will make two modest assumptions on P. Let K I denote a fixed subset of P coding L I (from Convention 2.2) in the sense that L I " trT s | T P K I u.
Definition 4.13. A collection P of trees has the stem property if for all T P P and I ‹ P -almost all x P rT s, there are infinitely many n P ω such that there is some S ď T with x P rSs and S{pxaenq P K I .
The condition is trivially true for all x P rT s when K I " tT P P | stem T " Hu and we only introduce it to deal with the case of random forcing. For random forcing, recall K I " tT P P | µprT sq ą 1 2 u. Then the stem property follows from Theorem 3.4 or Lebesgue's density theorem.
The next lemma shows that D I is I-compatible for I " I ‹ P provided that D I is I-positive and P has the stem property. Proof. It is easy to see that D I pAXBq Ď D I pAqXD I pBq, so suppose towards a contradiction that there are Borel sets A, B with C " pD I pAq X D I pBqqzD I pA X Bq R I. Since C is Borel (it is a Boolean combination of Σ 0 2 sets) and hence P-measurable, by Lemma 4.10 there is some S 0 P P with rS 0 s Ď I C.
Since rS 0 s Ď I D I pAq we can pick x P rS 0 s X D I pAq witnessing the stem property for S 0 . Let n x P ω witness that x P D I pAq. By the choice of x, there is some m ě n x and S 1 ď S 0 with S 1 {pxaemq P K I . Since m ě n x , rS 1 s X A R I. By Lemma 4.10, there is some S 2 P P with rS 2 s Ď I rS 1 s X A.
Thus rS 2 s Ď I C Ď D I pBq. Repeating the previous argument with A replaced by B yields some S 3 P P with rS 3 s Ď I rS 2 s X B.
Since rS 3 s Ď I A X B, we have D I prS 3 sq Ď D I pA X Bq, Note that D I prS 3 sq Ď rS 3 s Ď rS 0 s. As D I prS 3 sq R I by our assumption, this contradicts the fact that S 0 was chosen so that rS 0 s X D I pA X Bq P I.
To obtain I-positivity we assume the following property. This condition holds for all ccc tree forcings that we study in this paper except random forcing. For instance for Hechler forcing, eventually different forcing, Laver forcing L F with a filter and Mathias forcing R F with a shift invariant filter. Clearly the condition implies that P is σ-linked and ccc. Thus I P " I ‹ P by Section 4.3. Remark 4.16. The null ideal I µ is not a strongly linked tree ideal. For suppose that P is a strongly linked tree forcing with I P " I µ . Fix a nowhere dense closed set C of positive measure and find S P P with rSs Ď µ C by Lemma 4.10. We write A Ď µ B if µpAzBq " 0. Find some t P S with stem S Ď t and µprSsXNtq µpNtq ă 1; such a t P S exists since C is nowhere dense and rSs Ď µ C. Let further A " N t zrSs. Since µpAXNtq µpNtq ą 0, there is some T P P with rT s Ď µ A (again by Lemma 4.10). Then stem S Ď t Ď stem T , but S and T are incompatible in P.
Lemma 4.17. Assume that P is a strongly linked tree forcing-whence by Convention 2.2 L I P " trT s P P | stem T " Hu. Let I " I P . Then D I is I-positive. In fact for any T P P, all x P rT s are I-shift density points of rT s.
Proof. Let x P rT s be given. Then there is some m P ω such that letting T 1 " T xaem , stem T 1 " xaem. It is sufficient to show that x is an I-density point of rT s. To see this, suppose that S P P is such that stem S " xaen for some n ě m. Since the stems of S and T 1 are compatible, stem S P T 1 , and P is strongly linked, S and T 1 are compatible. Then rSs X rT 1 s and thus also rSs X rT s are I-positive sets as required.
This implies a version of Lebesgue's density theorem.
Corollary 4.18. I P has the density property for any strongly linked tree forcing with the stem property. In particular, I P has the density property for Cohen forcing C, Hechler forcing H, eventually different forcing E, Laver forcing L F with a filter and Mathias forcing R F with a shift invariant filter.
For random forcing, the I µ -density property follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lebesgue's density theorem. An alternative proof (which does not appeal to Lebesgue's density theorem) is obtained via Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.4, Proposition 4.12 and the discussion in this section.
Note that if P is topological and I P has the density property, then one can describe D I P pAq as follows using τ P . First note that I P " I ‹ P by the proof of [FKK16, Lemma 3.8]. Moreover, for any Borel set A there is some τ P -open set U with A△U τ P -meager by the τ P -Baire property. Since I P equals the set of τ P -meager sets, D I P pAq is almost equal to a τ P -open set. However, note that even for ccc collections it is not clear how to find such a set in a simply definable way.
We conclude this section with some observations about other variants of the Definition 2.3 of density points and the shift density property.
Remark 4.19. If P is ccc and the density property holds for all Borel sets, then it already holds for all P-measurable sets. This is the case because any P-measurable set equals A△B for some Borel set A and some B P I P by the ccc and Lemma 4.8. To see this, let x be the function with xpnq " n`1 for all n P ω and let T H,x be the tree with empty stem given by x. Let further A " Ť tP ăω ω rT t x|t|y,t x|t|y 0 8 s; this contains all y P ω ω with ypnq " n for some n P ω. It is sufficient to show rT H,x s Ď DpAqzA by Lemma 4.10.
It is easy to see that rT H,x s X A " H, since any y P rT H,x s satisfies ypnq ě n`1 for all n P ω.
We now claim that y P DpAq for all y P ω ω. So take any I H -positive Borel set B. It is sufficient to assume that B " rT s,u s for some s P ăω ω and u P ω ω by Lemma 4.10. Then for any n ě up|s|), σ´1 yaen prT s,u {sqsq X A " rpyaenq pT s,u {sqs X A contains rT t,t v s for t " yaen xny and v P ω ω with vpiq " up|s|`i`1q for all i P ω. Hence it is I H -positive and thus y is a density point of A. 4.6. Complexity of the density operator. In this section, we give an upper bound for the complexity of the operator D I for relevant cases of tree ideals I of the form I P . K I is fixed as in the previous section.
A definable forcing P is called absolutely ccc if the ccc holds in all generic extensions. A ∆ 1 2 predicate is absolutely ∆ 1 2 if its Σ 1 2 and Π 1 2 definitions are equivalent in all generic extensions.
Lemma 4.21. Suppose that I " I P , where P, ď P and K P are Σ 1 1 , K I is a Σ 1 1 subset of P and P is absolutely ccc. Then Claim. @x ϕpxq ðñ ψpxq.
Proof. If ϕpxq holds, inductively define an antichain T " xT ξ | ξ ă θy from P with rT ξ s Ď I P B x for all ξ ă θ. Suppose that T pαq " xT ξ | ξ ă αy is already defined. If there is T P L I which is incompatible with each element of T pαq , we may find T α P P with T α Ď T and rT α s Ď B x since Φpxq holds. We can thus extend the antichain by adding T α . By the ccc we must reach some θ ă ω 1 such that each T P L I is compatible to an element of T " xT ξ | ξ ă θy. Enumerate T in order type m ď ω to obtain a witness to ψpxq. If conversely ψpxq holds, then for any T P K I we may find some i P ω with T i T and rT i s Ď I B x , so one can infer B x X rT s R I from Lemma 4.10. Thus ϕpxq holds.
We now check that ϕpxq is a Π 1 2 and ψpxq a Σ 1 2 formula. First note that the statement B x P N P is Σ 1 2 , since this holds if and only if there is a (countable) maximal antichain S " xS i | i ă my in P with B x X Ť iăm rS i s " H. Since I " I P is the σ-ideal generated by N P , the statements B x P I and rT s Ď I B x are Σ 1 2 as well. The claim follows. Since P is absolutely ccc, the argument above shows that @x Φpxq ðñ Ψpxq is absolute to generic extensions. Given a Borel code x, we can thus determine S x " ts P ăω Ω | @T P K I σ s prT sq X B x R Iu in an absolutely ∆ 1 2 fashion. From this, we can compute a Borel code for D I pB x q.
We want to point out that the previous lemma remains true with virtually the same proof if we replace absolutely ccc and absolutely ∆ 1 2 by provably ccc and provably ∆ 1 2 . We now show that for all strongly linked tree forcings listed in Section 6, the density operator D I P is induced by a universally Baire measurable function.
Recall that a forcing is called Suslin if P, ď P and K P are Σ 1 1 . Also recall that a subset A of ω ω is called universally Baire if for any topological space Y and any continuous function Proof. If P is strongly linked, then S T if and only if stem S and stem T are compatible, so K P is arithmetical and hence Σ 1 1 . Moreover, the fact that a Suslin tree forcing is strongly linked is Π 1 2 and hence absolute. Thus D I P is induced by an absolutely ∆ 1 2 function on the Borel codes by Lemma 4.21. Any such function is universally Baire measurable by [FMW92, Theorem 2.1].
Ideals without density
In this section, we study various counterexamples to density properties. 5.1. Counterexamples. We first give counterexamples to the density property in Definition 2.3 for several non-ccc tree forcings.
Proposition 5.1. Let R, V, S denote Mathias, Silver and Sacks forcing. Then I R , I V and I S do not have the shift density property.
Proof. To see that I R does not have the I R -shift density property, let A " tf P ω 2 | f p2n`1q " 1 for all n P ωu. Note that A " rSs for some S P R and hence A R I R . We aim to show that no x P A is an I R -density point of A, i.e. A X D R pAq " H. Then in particular
Let x P A be arbitrary and let T P R be a perfect tree such that splitpT q " 2N and t i j P T iff j " 0 for all t P splitpT q and i, j P t0, 1u. In particular stem T " H. Let n 0 P ω be arbitrary and let n ě n 0 be even. Then f xaen rT s X A " H and thus x is not an I R -density point of A.
As R Ď V Ď S, the claim also holds for I V and I S .
The following is a similar counterexample for Laver and Miller forcing. Proof. Let A " tf P ω ω | f pnq is even for all n P ωu. Then A " rSs for some S P L so in particular A R I L . We aim to show that no x P A is an I L -density point of A, i.e. A X D L pAq " H. As above this implies A△D L pAq R I L . Let x P A be arbitrary and let T P L be a perfect tree such that stem T " H and rT s " tg P ω ω | gpnq is odd for all n P ωu. Let n 0 P ω be arbitrary and let n ě n 0 . Then f xaen rT s X A " H and thus x is not an I L -density point of A.
Since L Ď M, the claim for I M follows.
Selectors modulo countable.
We now study the ideal I of countable sets. In contrast to the previous results, we will show that there is no Baire measurable selector with Borel values for the equivalence relation of having countable symmetric difference on the set of Borel subsets. This implies that the density property fails for I for any reasonable notion of density point.
To state the result formally, we need the following notions. A selector for an equivalence relation E ‹ is a function that chooses an element from each equivalence class. We generalize this notion by replacing equality with a subequivalence relation E of E ‹ . Equivalently, the induced map on B{E is a selector for the equivalence relation on B{E induced by E ‹ .
In the following, E will be equality of decoded sets, E ‹ the equivalence relation of having countable symmetric difference, A " B Fσ the set of F σ -codes and B the set of Borel codes. More precisely, an F σ -code is a sequence T " xT n | n P ωy, where T n is a subtree of 2 ăω for each n P ω. We can assume that B Fσ Ď B.
Equality The restriction to F σ -codes is purely for a technical reason: the proof of Theorem 5.5 will show that there is no reasonably definable selector for I on B Fσ . It follows that there is no such selector on B.
The motivation for this definition is as follows. Consider any notion of density points for I with Borel values, i.e. such that for any Borel set A, the set of density points of A is Borel. If the density property holds for this notion, then the density operator induces a selector for I on the set of Borel codes.
Theorem 5.5. There is no Baire measurable selector for I with Borel values.
In particular, there is no selector Borelp ω Ωq Ñ Borelp ω Ωq for " I that is induced by a universally Baire measurable function.
Note that this result is analogous to the fact that E 0 does no have a Baire measurable selector. The proof for E 0 is a short argument, see for example [Hjo10, Example 1.6.2].
The idea of the proof is to add an F σ set B C " Ť nPω rT n s by forcing over a countable elementary submodel M of H ω1 . One then shows that the properties of a selector are not satisfied on the E I -equivalence class of B C . The trees T n will be added by the following forcing T. The conditions in T are finite subtrees t of 2 ăω , ordered by end extension. Moreover, we let 9
T denote a name for the generic tree Ť G that is added by a T-generic filter G. Note that T is equivalent to Cohen forcing, since it is countable and non-atomic. We include a proof of the following well-known fact for the reader's convenience.
Lemma 5.6. Assume that G is T-generic over V . Then in any further generic extension, any two branches in 9
T G are mutually Cohen generic over V .
Proof. Assume that 9 Q is a T-name for a forcing and 1 T‹ 9 Q forces that σ and τ are distinct branches in 9
T . Let further D be a dense subset of Addpω, 1q 2 and
It is sufficient to show that E is a dense subset of T‹ 9 Q. To this end, assume that a condition pp, 9
qq P T ‹ 9 Q is given. By extending it, we can assume that pp, 9, T‹ 9 Q u Ď σ & v Ď τ for two incompatible u, v P 2 ăω . We first add all direct successors to end nodes of p to add another splitting level. It is easy to see that one can successively extend each pair of new end nodes to an element of D to obtain a condition r ď T p with pr, 9
qq in E.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Suppose that there is a selector F on B Fσ as in the statement of the theorem. Since F is Baire measurable, there is a comeager G δ subset A of B Fσ such that F aeA is continuous. Let x A be a real that codes this restriction. Moreover, let M ă H ω1 be countable with x A P M .
The following items are defined in M . Let T ω denote the finite support product of ω copies of T, T " x 9 T n | n P ωy a sequence of T ω -names for the generic trees and 9 C a T ω -name for the canonical F σ -code for Ť nPω r 9 T n s. Let further 9 F be a T ω -name for the continuous function coded by x A . Then 9 F g pxq " F pxq for all x P A X M rgs and T ω -generic filters g over M in V .
Claim. 1 , M
T ω r 9 T n s X B 9 F p 9
Cq ‰ H for all n P ω.
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that p , M T ω r 9 T n s X B 9 F p 9
Cq " H for some p P T ω and some n P ω. Since A is comeager, there is a T ω -generic filter g over M with p P g and 9 C g P A. Then 9 F g p 9 C g q " F p 9 C g q and B 9 F g p 9 C g q " B F p 9 C g q . We have M rgs |ù r 9 T g n s X B 9 F g p 9 C g q " H and hence r 9 T g n s X B F p 9 C g q " r 9 T g n s X B 9 F g p 9 C g q " H by Π 1 1 -absoluteness between M rgs and V . But this contradicts the assumption that F is a selector.
By the maximum principle, there is a T ω -name σ P M for an element of r 9 T 0 s X B 9 F p 9
Cq . We now proceed as follows. We first rearrange a given T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rgˆhs of M as a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs such that σ G is equal to the Cohen real given by h and 9 C G and 9 C g are in the same E " -equivalence class. We then use this to show that B F p 9 C g q zB 9 C g contains all Cohen reals in V over M rgs and hence is uncountable. But this contradicts the fact that F is a selector for E I .
To this end, we will use the following forcings. Let T σ be the forcing that consists of all conditions pp, sq, where p P T and s is a maximal branch in p such that Dq ď p q , s Ď σ.
It is ordered by pointwise extension. Moreover, let P σ be the finite support product of T σ and ω copies of T. Since T ω is separative, its Boolean completion exists and P σ is a dense subset. We will also need the following forcing T ‹ , which adds a T-generic tree and simultaneously shoots a branch through it. The conditions in T ‹ are pairs pp, sq, where p P T and s is a maximal branch in p. Now let P ‹ denote the finite support product of T ‹ and ω copies of T. Let τ be a name for the branch added by T ‹ . In the following claims, we will translate values of σ (when forcing with P σ ) to those of τ (when forcing with T ‹ ) and conversely. Note that the sets of values of σ and of τ are not necessarily equal, since σ could for instance be the leftmost branch of 9 T 0 and is then different from τ . However, we can translate values of τ to those of σ if they are compatible with the information forced about σ. Therefore, we need to introduce the following notation. For any p P T ω , let σ p denote the unique maximal sequence w P 2 ăω with p , T ω w Ď σ and T σ " tσ p | p P T ω u the set of possible initial segments of σ, as decided by conditions in T ω . Moreover, let U σ denote the set of w P 2 ăω such that T σ is dense above w.
Claim. U σ is a nonempty open subset of 2 ăω .
Proof. It is clear that U σ is open. To see that it is nonempty, assume towards a contradiction that T σ is nowhere dense. For every u P 2 ăω , let v " v u be an extension of u such that
is an open dense subset of Cohen forcing. Since σ is a name for a Cohen real, it follows that for any Cohen generic g over M , there is some u with v u Ď σ g . But this contradicts the fact that σ g P rT σ s.
Claim. (a) Every T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs is equal to a P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1qgeneric extension M rgˆhs with σ G " τ g and B 9 C G " B 9 C g . (b) Every P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rgˆhs with τ g aen P U σ for some n P ω is equal to a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs with σ G " τ g and B 9 C G " B 9 C g . Proof. To prove the first claim, we will define a projection from a dense subset D σ of P σˆA ddpω, 1q to P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q. We refer to [Cum10, Definition 5.2] for the definition of projections. To define D σ , we associate to each p p,P P σˆA ddpω, 1q with p " ppp 0 , s ‹ q, p 1 , . . . , p k q a strictly increasing sequence of indices which single out certain trees p i for 1 ď i ă k. Let s i " stem pi for all i ă k. If u, v are incompatible elements of 2 ăω , we will also write dirpu, vq for the unique node below v that is a direct successor of u^v.
A sequence n " xn i | i ă ly is called a gluing sequence for p p,if the following conditions hold. The first value n 0 is least such that qp2n 0 q " 1, s n0 is incompatible with s ‹ and dirps ‹ , s n0 q R p 0 . Moreover, for all i ă l the value n i`1 is least with n i`1 ą n i , qp2n i`1 q " 1, s ni`1 is incompatible with s ‹ , dirps ‹ , s ni`1 q R p 0 and s ni`1^s‹ is a proper end extension of s ni^s‹ . For every condition p p,P P σˆA ddpω, 1q, there is a unique maximal gluing sequence we denote by n " n p,q " xn i | i ă n p,q y. We define p p,P D σ to hold if n l " k " maxpdompfor l " n p,q .
We now define a projection π : D σ Ñ P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q that glues these trees to p 0 . We define πp p,for p " ppp 0 , s ‹ q, p 1 , . . . , p k q as follows. Let J " J p,q " t0u Y tn i | i ă n p,q u and let m " m p,q " xm i | i ă m p,q y be the order preserving enumeration of pk`1qzJ. Now let πp p," p t, uq where t " ppt 0 , t ‹ q, t 1 , . . . , t m q, t 0 " Ť iPJ p ni , t i`1 " p mi for i ă m p,q and u the sequence of odd digits of q.
Subclaim. π is a projection.
Proof. It is clear that π is a homomorphism. To see that π is a projection, suppose that πp p," p t, uq, v " ppv 0 , v ‹ q, v 1 , . . . , v l q ď t " ppt 0 , t ‹ q, t 1 , . . . , t k q and w ď u. We need to find some p a, bq ď p p,with πp a, bq ď p v, wq. Let m " m p,q , n " n p,q and J " J p,q be as above. Let endpp i q denote the set of all elements of 2 ăω that are compatible with some maximal node in p i . In other words, endpp i q is the union of all end extensions of p i .
We now define a i for i ď l. Let a 0 " tr P v 0 | t ‹ Ď r ñ r Ď v ‹ u and note that pa 0 , v ‹ q is a condition in T σ . If 1 ď i ď k and i P J, we let a i " v 0 X endpp i q. If 1 ď i ď k and i R J, then i " m j for some j ă m p,q and we let a i " v mj . Let further a i " v i´|J|`1 if k ă i ď l. Moreover, let j be the number of direct successors in v 0 of nodes strictly below v ‹ at or above t ‹ that are incompatible with v ‹ . The subtrees of v 0 through each of these stems are missing in t 0 and we add them as a i for l ă i ď l`j. Let a " ppa 0 , s ‹ q, a 1 , . . . , a l`j q. We can further assume that j ě |w|´|q| by extending pv 0 , v ‹ q. We finally extend q to b by adding j even digits with value 1, |w|´|q| odd digits of w above q and j´p|w|´|q|q arbitrary odd digits.
Since n i " k " maxpdompfor i " n p,q by the definition of D σ , the choice of a 0 , a i for l ă i ď l`j and b implies that the first coordinate of πp a, bq is equal to pv 0 , v ‹ q. Hence πp a, bq ď p v, wq as required.
Since π is a projection, there is a P ‹ -generic filter g over M in M rGˆHs with σ G " τ g and B 9
C G " B 9 C g . It is clear that M rgs Ĺ M rGˆHs because of the second coordinate of the projection. Hence the quotient forcing for M rgs in M rGˆHs is non-atomic. Since T ωˆA ddpω, 1q is countable, the quotient forcing has a dense subset that is isomorphic to Cohen forcing. This shows (a).
We now complete the proof of the claim by showing (b). Note that for any T ‹ˆA ddpω, 1qgeneric filter gˆh over M , the quotient forcing for τ g in T ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q is countable and non-atomic, therefore it has a dense subset that is isomorphic to Cohen forcing. Assuming that the claim fails, there is some r P U σ that forces as a Cohen condition that in any further Cohen extension, the required rearrangement doesn't exist. In other words, for every T ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rgˆhs with τ h aen " r for n " |r|, there is no such rearrangement. Since r P U σ , T σ is dense above r and hence there is some p P T σ with σ p ď r. Now let GˆH be T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic over M with p P G. Then M rGˆHs can be rearranged as M rgˆhs with σ G " τ h and B 9 C G " B 9 C g by the first claim. Hence τ h aen " σ G aen " r, but this contradicts the choice of r.
Let θ be a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-name for the Cohen real in the second coordinate.
Claim. (a) Every T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs is equal to a P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1qgeneric extension M rgˆhs with θ H " τ g and B 9 C g " B 9 C G Y tθ H u. (b) Every P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rgˆhs is equal to a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs with θ H " τ g and B 9 C g " B 9 C G Y tθ H u. Proof. To prove the claim, we will define a projection ρ : D Ñ P ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q, where D is a dense subset of T ωˆA ddpω, 1q. We first define D as follows. Suppose that p p,P T ωˆA ddpω, 1q and suppp pq " dompqq " r0, ks for some k ě 1. Let p " xp i | i ď ky and s i " stem pi for i ď k. Note that if all nodes in p i are compatible, then s i " p i . We associate a splitting sequence n " n p,q " xn i | i ď ny to p, q as follows. Let n 0 be least such that s n0 is incompatible with q and s n0^q ‰ H. If n i is already defined, let n i`1 be least such that s ni`1 is incompatible with q, n i`1 ą n i and s ni`1^q is a proper end extension of s ni^q . There is a unique maximal splitting sequence n " n p,q " xn i | i ď n p,q y. We now let p p,P D if n p,q " k, i.e. p k appears in the splitting sequence.
The projection constructs a tree from the splitting sequence. Given any p p,P D, we now define ρp p," p t, uq with t " ppt 0 , t ‹ q, t 1 , . . . , t l q. Let t 0 " Ť iďk p ni Y tqaej | j ď |q|u and t ‹ " q. If m " m p,q " xm i | i ă m p,q y is the order preserving enumeration of r0, ksztn i | i ď n p,q u, let t j`1 " p mj for j ă m p,q . Since s n k is incompatible with q, pt 0 , t ‹ q is a condition in T ‹ and hence ρpp,P T ‹ˆA ddpω, 1q. Moreover, let upiq " 0 if m i is even and upiq " 1 if it is odd for all i ă m p,q .
Subclaim. ρ is a projection.
Proof. It is clear that ρ is a homomorphism. To see that ρ is a projection, suppose that ρp p," p t, uq with t " ppt 0 , t ‹ q, t 1 , . . . , t l q, v " ppv 0 , v ‹ q, v 1 , . . . , v m q ď t and w ď u. We will find some p a, bq ď p p,with ρp a, bq ď p v, wq and start with defining a. Let a mi " v i for 1 ď i ă m p,q and a ni " v 0 X endpp ni q for i ď k. It remains to define a i for i ą k. To this end, consider the set K of all nodes in v 0 that are direct successors of nodes in rt ‹ , v ‹ q " tr P 2 ăω | t ‹ Ď r Ĺ v ‹ u, but incompatible with v ‹ . Note that K contains at most one node of each length. Let r " xr i | i ă jy enumerate the elements of K in the order of increasing length. We define a k`i`1 " v 0 X endpr i q for i ă j. We can assume that | dompwqz dompuq| ď j by extending pv 0 , v ‹ q. Using this, we add the trees v i for k ă i ď k`j to a in this order and for each of them, we first add a tree to the splitting sequence to adjust the parity, if necessary. We thus obtain b ď v ‹ and an extension a of the previously defined values with p a, bq ď p p,and ρp a, bq ď p v, wq.
The (a) and (b) in the last claim about rearranging M rGˆHs as M rgˆhs and conversely now follow similarly as in the proof of the previous claim.
Finally, there is a T ω -generic filter g over M in V with C " 9 C g P A, since A is comeager. We pick some p P U σ and let h be any Cohen generic filter over M rgs in V with p P h and let x " Ť h. Since x is a Cohen real over M rgs, it is easy to see by a density argument that x R B C . Since p P U σ , the previous two claims show that we can rearrange M rgˆhs as a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension M rGˆHs with σ G " x. We have σ G P B F pCq by the choice of σ and Borel absoluteness between M rGs and V . Thus B F pCq zB C contains every Cohen real over M rgs in V and hence it is uncountable by Lemma 5.6. But this contradicts the assumption that F is a selector.
The next results use the following principle. Let internal projective Cohen absoluteness (IA C proj ) denote the statement that H
Mrgs ω1
ă H ω1 holds for all sufficiently large regular cardinals θ, countable elementary submodels M ă H θ and Cohen generic filters g over M in V .
We will only need the first part of the next lemma; the second part is an easy observation. Recall that PD denotes the axiom of projective determinacy. 22
Lemma 5.7. (1) PD implies IA C proj .
(2) If IA C proj holds, then all projective set have the property of Baire. Proof.
(1) Take a Σ 1 2n -universal Σ 1 2n subset A n of p ω 2q 2 for each n ě 1. If the Σ 1 2n -formula ϕ n px, yq defining A n is chosen in a reasonable way, then for any Σ 1 2n -formula ψpxq with (hidden) real parameters, there is some y ψ P ω 2 with @x pψpxq ðñ ϕ n px, y ψ qq. Moreover, this holds in all transitive models of ZFC´and the map ψ Þ Ñ y ψ is absolute between such models. We assume that in any transitive model of ZFC´, A n denotes the set defined by ϕ n px, yq.
Let M ă H θ be a countable elementary submodel for some large enough regular cardinal θ. By [Mos09, Corollary 6C.4] and PD, there is a Σ 1 2n -scale σ n " xď m n | m P ωy on A n for each n ě 1. Let r m n pxq denote the rank of x P A n with respect to ď m n . Moreover, recall that the tree of the scale σ n 23 is defined as T σn " tpxaem, pr 0 n pxq, ..., r m´1 n px| x P A n , m P ωu and prT σn s " A n . Since ZFC´`PD is sufficient to prove the existence of such scales, let T σn denote the tree defined via ϕ n px, yq in any transitive model of this theory containing holds since the rank function r n is upwards absolute from M to M rgs by the previous statement for E "ď n . The converse inclusion is proved in [Sch14, Claim 5.16] from PD.
We now show that IA C proj holds. Assume that ψpxq is a Σ 1 2n -formula and x P M rgs. Note that the equivalences ψpxq ðñ ϕ n px, y ψ q ðñ px, y ψ q P A n ðñ px, y ψ q P prT σn s hold in V and in M rgs by the first claim. It remains to show that M rgs |ù px, y ψ q P prT σn s if and only if px, y ψ q P prT σn s holds in V .
We claim that T
Mrgs σn
" T σn X M rgs. To see this, note that T M σn " T σn X M since M ă H θ . Using the second claim and the fact that Ord M " Ord Mrgs , we obtain T (2) Since M is countable, the set of Cohen reals over M in V is comeager. Therefore, this claim holds by the argument for the Baire property in Solovay's model.
The above argument for the non-existence of a selector with Borel values can now be used for the following results. We fix codes for Σ 1 n sets via Σ 1 n -universal Σ 1 n sets. Theorem 5.8. Assuming IA C proj , there is no Baire measurable selector for I with projective values.
Proof. This is proved similarly to Theorem 5.5. We only indicate the two necessary changes. In the proof of the first claim, IA C proj implies that the (projective) statement r 9 T g n sXB F p 9 C g q " r 9 T g n s X B 9 F g p 9 C g q " H is absolute between M rgs and V . The second change is at the very end of the proof. Here projective absoluteness between M rgˆhs and V by IA C proj guarantees that x " σ G P B F p 9 C g q and thus B F p 9 C g q zB 9 C g contains every Cohen real over M rgs in V . As before, this contradicts Lemma 5.6 and the fact that F is a selector for I.
Note that by Lemma 5.7, PD is sufficient for the previous result. Thus PD implies that there is no projective selector for I. In particular, there is no selector Borelp ω Ωq Ñ Projp ω Ωq for " I that is induced by a universally Baire measurable function (assuming PD).
Note that some assumption beyond ZFC is necessary to prove this statement. For instance, in L there are projective selectors for all projectively coded ideals I, since there is a projective, in fact a Σ 1 2 , wellorder of the reals. The previous arguments can also be used to show that it is consistent with ZF that there is no selector at all for I.
Suppose that κ is an uncountable cardinal and G is a P-generic filter over V for P " Addpκ, 1q or P " Colpω, ăκq. We call V ‹ " Ť αăκ V rGaeαs a symmetric extension for P. Note that V ‹ " HOD V rGs V ‹ by homogeneity and for cardinals κ of uncountable cofinality,
Theorem 5.9. There are no selectors for I in the following models of ZF. Proof. The proof of the first claim is similar to that of to Theorem 5.5.
Suppose that F is a selector for I in V ‹ . It is definable from an element x 0 of V rGaeαs for some α ă κ. We can further assume that x 0 P V . Hence F is continuous on the set of Cohen reals over V in V ‹ ; let 9 F be a name for this function.
We follow the proof of Theorem 5.5 but work with V instead of M . The first claim in the proof of Theorem 5.5 is replaced by the following claim.
We will write V ‹ for a P-name for V ‹ to keep the notation simple.
Cq ‰ H for all n P ω. Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that pp,, V T ωˆP V ‹ |ù r 9 T n s X B 9 F p 9
Cq " H for some p P T ω , q P P and n P ω. We can assume q " 1 by homogeneity. Let gˆh be a T ωˆP -generic filter over V with p P g whose symmetric model is V ‹ . Then r 9 T g n sXB F p 9 C g q " r 9 T g n s X B 9 F g p 9 C g q " H. But this contradicts the assumption that F is a selector with respect to I.
There is a T ω -name σ in V that is forced to be an element of r 9
T n s X B 9
F p 9 Cq X V ‹ by the previous claim. The next steps of the proof are as before.
In the end of the proof, we rearrange V rgˆhs as a T ωˆA ddpω, 1q-generic extension V rGˆHs with σ G " x as before. Then σ G P B F p 9 C g q by the choice of σ. Thus B F p 9 C g q zB 9
C g contains every Cohen real over V rgs in V ‹ . Since there are uncountably many Cohen reals over V rgs in V ‹ , this contradicts the assumption that F is a selector. The second claim holds since Solovay's model is obtained via a symmetric extension for Colpω, ăκq. Note that this model is also a Addpω, ω 1 q-generic extension of an intermediate model.
The last claim follows from [SS06, Theorem 0.1] and the first claim. By this theorem and AD LpRq , LpRq V " LpRq V ‹ for some symmetric extension V ‹ for Colpω, ăκq for some κ over some ground model N which is an inner model of some generic extension of V .
Density points via convergence.
In this section we discuss the notion of density point introduced in [PWBW85] . We show that this notion does not satisfy the analogue of Lebesgue's density theorem for any of the tree forcings listed in the next section, except Cohen and random forcing.
Lebesgue's density theorem was generalized to the σ-ideals of meager sets on Polish metric spaces in [PWBW85, Theorem 2]. To this end, a notion of density points for ideals was introduced. This notion is based on the following well-known measure theoretic lemma.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that pX, d, µq is a metric measure space, f is a Borel-measurable function and f " xf n | n P ωy is a sequence of Borel-measurable functions from pX, dq to R. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) f n Ñ f converges in measure, i.e. for all ǫ ą 0 we have lim nÑ8 µptx P X | |f n pxq´f pxq| ě ǫuq " 0.
(b) Every subsequence of f has a further subsequence that converges pointwise µ-almost everywhere.
Condition (b) is suitable for generalizations to other ideals, since it only mentions the ideal of null sets, but not the measure itself.
Definition 5.11. Let I be a σ-ideal on ω Ω and A Ď ω Ω.
(a) Given x P ω Ω, let f n denote the characteristic function of σ´1 xaen pA X N xaen q for each n P ω. Define x to be an I-convergence density point of A if every subsequence of f " xf n | n P ωy has a further subsequence that converges I-almost everywhere (i.e. on a set A with ω ΩzA P I) to the constant function on ω Ω with value 1. (b) By the I-convergence density property we mean the statement that for any B P
Borelp ω Ωq and the set C of I-convergence density points of B, we have B∆C P I.
We first consider tree forcings on ω ω. For s P ăω ω and f 0 , . . . , f m P ω ω, let T s,f0,...,fm " tt P C s | @i ď m @n ě |s| tpnq ‰ f i pnqu (cf. Definition 6.1 (f) below) and let f P ω ω denote the constant function with value 0. Proof. We claim that no x P ω ω is an I-convergence density point of rT H,f s. We have σ´1 t prT H,f sq " rT H,f s if t P T H,f and σ´1 t prT H,f sq " H otherwise. Hence σ´1 t prT H,f sq X N x0y " H for all t P ăω ω. Thus x is not an I-convergence density point of rT H,f s.
We now turn to tree forcings on ω 2. For s P 2 ăω and N P rωs ω let T s,N " tt P ăω 2 | t P C s & @n tpnq " 1 ñ n P N u (cf. Definition 6.1 (h) below).
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that N x1y and rT H,N s are I-positive for some infinite set N . Then the I-convergence density property fails. In particular, this holds for R A and V A for any subset A of P pωq that contains at least one infinite set.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that no x P rT H,N s is an I-convergence density point of rT H,N s. We have σ´1 xaen prT H,N sqXN x1y " H for all n R N . Since N x1y is I-positive, any infinite strictly increasing sequence in N witnesses that x is not an I-convergence density point.
The next lemma takes care of the remaining tree forcings.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose that I is an ideal on ω 2 with I S Ď I Ď I R . Then the I-convergence density property fails.
Proof. Let
T " tt P 2 ăω | @i P ω ptpiq " 1 ñ Dj P ω pi " 2 j`1 qqu.
It is sufficient to show that no x P ω 2 is an I-convergence density point of rT s. Otherwise there is a strictly increasing sequence n " xn i | i ă ωy such that
A " ty P ω 2 | Di @j ě i y P σ´1 xaenj prT squ is co-countable. Let A i,j " σ´1 xaeni prT sq X σ´1 xaenj prT sq for i ă j in ω. Since A Ď Ť i,jPω, iăj A i,j is uncountable, A i,j is uncountable for some i ă j. Let a ă lex b ă lex c be elements of A i,j . We denote the longest common initial segment of d, e P 2 ďω by d^e. We can assume without loss of generality that a^b " s, a^c " b^c " t and s Ĺ t. Then s and t are splitting nodes in σ´1 xaeni pT q and σ´1 xaenj pT q. Hence s`n i , s`n j , t`n i , t`n j are of the form 2 k`1 . Since s ‰ t, n j´ni can be written in the form 2 k´2l in two different ways. But this contradicts the easy fact that k, l are uniquely determined by 2 k´2l .
Let P E0 denote E 0 -forcing [Zap08, Section 4.7.1] and W an appropriate representation of Willowtree forcing [Bre95, Section 1.1]. Since R Ď V Ď W Ď P E0 Ď S, the previous result holds for the ideals I P associated to these forcings as well.
A list of tree forcings
We review definitions of some tree forcings for the reader's convenience. If N Ď ω and m P ω, we write m`N " tm`n | n P N u. Moreover, a subset A of P pωq is called shift invariant if N P A ðñ m`N P A for all m P ω. Definition 6.1. Assume that A is a subset of P pωq.
(a) Random forcing is the collection of perfect subtrees T of ăω 2 with µprT s sq ą 0 for all s P T with stem T Ď s. (b) Cohen forcing C is collection of cones C s " tt P ăω ω | s Ď t or t Ď su for s P ăω ω. (c) Sacks forcing S is the collection of all perfect subtrees of 2 ăω .
(d) Miller forcing M is the collection of superperfect subtrees T of ăω ω. This means that above every node in T there is some infinitely splitting node t in T , i.e. t has infinitely many direct successors. (e) Hechler forcing H is the collection of trees T s,f " tt P C s | @n ě |s| tpnq ě f pnqu for s P ăω ω and f P ω ω. (f) Eventually different forcing E is the collection of trees T s,f0,...,fm " tt P C s | @i ď m @n ě |s| tpnq ‰ f i pnqu for s P ăω ω and f 0 , . . . , f m P ω ω. (g) A-Laver forcing L A is the collection of subtrees T of ăω ω such that for every t P T with stem T Ď t, the set succ T ptq of direct successors of t in T is an element of A. Laver forcing is L F for the Fréchet filter F of cofinite sets. (h) A-Mathias forcing R A is the collection of trees T s,N " tt P ăω 2 | t P C s & @n tpnq " 1 ñ n P N u for s P 2 ăω and N P A. Mathias forcing R is R A for A " rωs ω . (i) A-Silver forcing V A is the collection of trees T f " tt P ăω 2 | @n P domptq X dompf q f pnq ď tpnqu, where dompf q " ωzN for some N P A. Silver forcing V is V A for A " rωs ω .
All of these satisfy the above condition for collections of trees P that T s P P for all T P P and s P T . Moreover, random forcing, Cohen forcing, Sacks forcing, Hechler forcing, eventually different forcing, and A-Laver forcing are shift invariant in the sense that for all T and s P 2 ăω , T P P ðñ σ s pT q P P. If A is shift invariant, then R A and V A are also shift invariant.
Note that Cohen forcing, Hechler forcing, eventually different forcing, Laver forcing, and Silver forcing are topological, while random forcing, Sacks forcing, and Miller forcing are not.
Open problems
We end with some open questions. The main one asks about equivalence of the properties discussed in the introduction.
Question 7.1. Are the shift density property, the existence of a simply definable selector and the ccc equivalent for all simply definable σ-ideals?
For instance, this is interesting for the ideals studied in [Zap08] . Another interesting question is about the relationship between the shift density property and the condition that the collection of Borel sets modulo I carries a natural Polish metric.
The previous question is interesting for the K σ -ideal. In this case, we suggest to generalize the proof idea of Theorem 5.5.
Question 7.2. Is there a Baire measurable selector with Borel values for the K σ -ideal?
In Section 4.2, we studied P-measurable sets for collections P with the ω 1 -covering property. In particular, we showed that the P-measurable sets form a σ-ideal. It is interesting to know whether this can be proved without the ω 1 -covering property; then the next question would also have a positive answer. Question 7.3. Are all Borel sets P-measurable for all tree forcings P?
Note that any counterexample P collapses ω 1 if we assume CH; in this case P preserves ω 1 if and only if it has the ω 1 -covering property by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
The last question is about the notion of generic absoluteness introduced in Section 5.2. Lemma 5.7 shows that this principle follows from PD. Our results leave the consistency strength of this statement open.
Question 7.4. Does IA C proj imply that 0 # exists?
